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=;),,T, Bush presidency up in the air
B. Zurich

P RES ID ENTIAL
George W. Bush (Rep.)
ipular vote: 49%
ectoral college: 246
Al Gore (Dem.)
Popular vote: 48%
Electoral college: 249
Ralph Nader (Green)
Popular vote: 3%
Electoral college: 0
270 Electoral college
votes needed to win.
(Results reflect 95% of
precincts reporting)

US, SENATOR
Tom Campbell (Rep.)
Popular vote: 38%
Dianne Feinstein
(Dem.)
Popular vote: 56%
(Results reflect 72% of
precincts reporting)

S
RESENTATIVE
’strict 15
Jim Cunneen (Rep.)
Popular vote: 42.9".
Mike Honda (Dem.)
Popular vote: 54%
(Results reflect 66.9% of
precincts reporting)

STATE ASSEAIBLY
District 23
Tom Askeland (Rep.)
Popular vote: 21.8%
Manny Diaz (Dem.)
Popular vote: 71.5%
(1?esults reflect 67.7% of
precincts reporting)

JoSE
Crrv CouNaL

SAN

DISTRICT 6
Cunningham
4.4 lar vote: 46.1%

Ken Yeager
Popular vote: 53.9%
(Results reflect 71% of
precincts reporting)
MEASURES
Measure A
(Transit tax)
Yes: 70.2%
No: 29.8%
(Results reflect 66% of
precincts reporting)

PROPOSITIONS
Proposition 36
(Drug treatment)
Yes: 64.8%
No: 35.2%
Proposition 38
(School vouchers)
Yes: 26.9%
No: 73.1%
Proposition 39
(School bonds)
Yes: 56.7%
No: 43.3%
(Results reflect 70% of
precincts reportin,g)
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Volunteers at Gov. George
Bush’s headquarters in Redwood
City were optimistic that their
candidate would win the race for
president Tuesday night.
Election night at the headquarters, which volunteers called "Victory 2000," was tense as results
were still too close to call at 10:30
p.m.
Although Bush did not win in
California, Karen King, a volunteer for Bush, predicted earlier in
the evening that Bush would win
in California and the nation.
’We are cautiously optimistic,"
King said.
Volunteers and supporters were
glued to a large screen television
as news stations announced
results from each state.
Deborah Wilder, a candidate for
the 21st Congressional District,
said she thinks Bush’s win will be
slim and late in the election.
"I think we’re going to squeak it
out in the end," Wilder said. "This
is the most exciting election I can
remember. Democracy is not a
spectator sport."
Mark Gilham, a voter inspector,
also compared this election to a
sport and said it was a lot like
watching a football game.
He said the amount of people
coming to the polls to vote was
exciting.
"I never remember seeing a
turnout this high," Gilham said.
King said she thinks Bush’s
support canes ’from swing and
independent voters.
"Bush has been able to unify the
country," King said.
California’s spot in the presidential race was especially important to the election.
Kathryn Aranda, volunteer
coordinator for Victory 2000, said
See BUSH. Page 3
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Bush supporters cheered in Redwood City as Bush went in the
lead Tuesday night. About 100 Bush supporters and volunteers

gathered at the Bush Campaign headquarters for San Mateo and
Santa Clara counties.

Gore supporters watch race come down to Florida
lien Aguirre Jr.
Dm] slu r WRITER
About 400 Democrats gathered
at the Labor Temple in San Jose to
support Democratic presidentialhopeful Al Gore and watch the
presidential election unfold Tuesday night.
As of 10:20 p.m. Tuesday, a winner had not been selected as Texas
Gov Georirr W Bush had a slight

lead against Vice President Gore
in the CNN polls, 246 electoral
votes to 242 electoral votes, respectively.
Vote organizer Michael Elliott
said the race would come down to
Florida.
AS of 10:15 p.m. Tuesday, Florida had reported only 90 percent of
the precincts, and Gore was behind
by approximately 60,000 votes
with approximately 600,000 votes

yet to be counted
’The reports were that most of
the remaining votes are Democratic," vote organizer Peter McEntee
said. "Most of the voters in that
area of Florida are seniors. And
Gore has a better view on the
social security."
Earlier in the evening, CNN had
reported that Gore had taken all of
Florida’s 25 Electoral Votes but
later had tn remove their declara-
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Honda appears to be Congress-bound
By Beau Dowling
DAII1 S1111 ARIIIR

With 68 percent of the precincts
reported Tuesday night, Mike
Honda appeared to have won his
bid for the 15th District congressional seat in the House of Representatives.
Honda, a Democrat and state
legislator, takes a strong stance on
issues such as pubic education and
gun safety, according to his press
secretary, Vince Duffy.
"As a former teacher and principal for 20 years, Mike believes
education is the biggest concern,"
Duffy said.
He said Honda’s other major
concern is gun safety.
"Mike calls it ’common safe gun
safety legislation,’" Duffy said.
"Mike opposed a bill that would
expand access to concealed
weapons. He would never vote for
the NRA."
Duffy said Honda was expected
to win.
Enthusiasm and dedication are
the aspects that he wanted the
public to think of when they
thought of his campaign, Honda
said.
"We want to recapture the control of Congress," Honda said on
Election Day.
When asked about his opponent
Indepedent party member Jim
Cunneen’s tactics for campaigning, Honda said he was disappointed.
"It’s too bad he doesn’t stick to
the real issues," Honda said.
Duffy said he felt as though
Cunneen’a campaign was blasting
Honda’s.
"It felt like a massive assault,"
Duffy said. "I wish we could have
gotten our mail program started
earlier."
Duffy said Honda’s education
and background would make him
a good choice for the seat.
See

HONDA,

tion and call it a "toss up
"It’s political science." San Jose
State University political science
Professor Terry Christensen said
of the CNN mistake. "Not rocket
science. We don’t have the exact
technology they have."
McEntee said he knew it was
going to be a tight race.
"We’re close," McEntee said." We
See GORE. Page 3

Nader advocates don’t
stop support despite
overbearing odds
By D.S. Perez
DAILY SENIOR STAFF WRIll R

Green Party candidate Ralph Nader might not
have been a favorite to win the White House Tuesday night, but his supporters had hope that his
efforts would make a third political party a reality.
While there were only 18 people present in the
Sunnyvale Community Recreation Center, the
Green Party stood with their man to the end.
The Green Party is an alternative party that
promotes environmental and social issues, as well
as political reform.
Nader, a consumer advocate, is its presidential
nominee.
Nader’s Green Party needs 5 percent of the
national vote it needs to earn federal matching
funds, government money that Green Party supporters hope will continue the its growth, making
it a viable third party.
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Mike Honda, candidate for the House of Representative District 15 , whistled to his
supporters two minutes betOre the polls closed Tuesday evening. Honda. who was
running against Republican Jim Cunneen, was leading throughout the night.

1)A111 STAFF EDITOR

Assemblyman Jim Cunneen of the Independent Party fell behind by 6 percent to State
Legislator Mike Honda in a nail-biting race
Tuesday for the District 15 seat in the House
of Representatives. AB of press time, Cunneen
had 52.2 percent of the vote with 118 of 492
precincts reporting and Honda had 42.8 percent.
The previous 15th District representative in
Congress was Republican ’Tom Campbell.
Cunneen, who was formerly with the RepubPage 8 lican Party, said he didn’t regret becoming Inde-

Campbell concedes
to Sen. Feinstein
By kellie Chittenden
DAILY SIAFF WRIII R

pendent.
"I’m proud to be pro-choice and pin-environment," Cunneen said. "Hopefully we reached
enough independent voters tonight."
Local political analysts deemed Honda as the
candidate with name recognition and predicttsd
him most likely to win the seat in Congress.
Supporters for Honda included President Bill
Clinton and Vice President and Democratic
Presidential Candidate Al Gore.
Both the president and vice president paid a
visit to San Jose last month because they were
concerned about Honda possibly losing Tues-

Republican Congressman ibm Campbell conceded
his defeat to incumbent Sen. Dianne Feinstein in the
race for the U.S. Senatk Tuesday night to a civwd of
about 400 gathered at the jam-packed Gaslighter
Theater in downtown Campbell.
With 176 of 1341 precincts reporting at press time,
Feinstein led with 51.7 percent of the vote to Campbell’s 31.7 percent.
After thanking his family, who joined him on
stage, Campbell told the audience, "A few minutes
ago, I called Dianne Feinstein and congratulated her
on her re-election to the U.S. Senate."
The audience replied with booing that was hushed
after Campbell asked for a round of applause for
Feinstein.
Campbell, called a "maverick" by some for his liberal views that break traditional GOP standards,

CUNNEEN, Page 8

see CAMPBELL, Page 8

Cunneen proud to reach independent voters
By Marcus R. Fuller

NADER, Page 3
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Vote swapping?

S’pniqqswa eto
’111104.’
Vote swapping is a corruption of the
voting process. It circumvents our
freedom and opens the door to fraud.

If voters choose to trade votes, it’s
their right. Vote swapping is simply
an exercise of our freedom.
Patrick Henry, the famous Arnerican patriot and
Aslawyer who strived for self government and liberty, would say, "Give me liberty or give me death."
This is what I say in response to legalizing vote
swapping.
Vote swapping is a completely legal exchange
of votes.
Individual states have their own statutes and
laws pertaining to vote fraud and illegal election
practices, and as long as individuals abide by their
state’s laws and statutes, vote swapping should be
allowed.
Some supporters of Al Gore, who live in George
W. Bush secure states, such as Texas and Alabama,
Tiffani Analla
agreed to exchange their votes with people online at various Web sites such as Nader Trader, Voteswap 2000 and
DAILY STAFF WHITER
nadergore.org.
Jamin Raskin, a law professor at American University, wrote an article in Slate magazine (wwwslate coin), stating that those who are Ralph Nader and Green Party supporters who live in swing states, such as Michigan and Washington, should be able to swap
votes to ensure that Nader gets the 5 percent of the popular vote needed to obtain federal matching funds for the Green Party in 2004 without costing Al Gore any electoral
votes.
According to the California Elections Code, it is illegal to receive "any
money, gift, loan or other valuable consideration" to "induce any other person
to ... vote or refrain from voting for any
particular person or measure."
These vote swappers are not
receiving any monetary gain for
their innocent exchange of votes.
Their First Amendment right is
simply being exercised.
However, a Los Angeles based
Web site, Voteswap 2000, was
shut down after it received a
notice from the California secretary of state saying that votetrading violated California’s
state law.
Votexchange 2000 was also
shut down.
Courts in California may consider vote swapping illegal because of terms such as "valuable considera1
tion" and whether a proposition to exebange votes is considered an "inducement."
Raskin reasons that the Web sites that were shut down were not participating in illegal activity but were participating in a normal part of the political process.
The federal law in reference to vote swapping says, according to the Slate
Web site, that "It is illegal to offer your vote for
something of monetary value money, a
welfare voucher or a TV set."
It is important to remember that a vote
does not have any monetary value. A representative of the U.S. Justice Department agreed that vote swapping does not
violate any federal statutes.
The executive director of the nonpartisan National Voting Rights Institute,
John Bonifaz, claims that under the First
Amendment, vote swapping is protected.
Bonifaz argued that vote trading is
simply political speech that improves the
voting system because it allows voters to
get their second choice vote as w
as a
third party vote.
It is important to remember t
our
Constitution guarantees that "Congress
shall make no law ... abridging the freedom
of speech."
Vote swapping is simply an exercise in free
speech and democracy.

Idon’t have a personal vendetta
against AI Gore,
Ralph Nader, or
their supporters,
but vote swapping
is shady.
The idea behind
swapping,
vote
often referred to as
"Nader Trading," is
that a Nader supporter in a "swing"
as
such
state,
Ben Aguirre Jr.
Michigan,
would
vote for Al Gore, and
DAILY STAFF WItITLI
in exchange, an Al
Gore supporter in a "safe" state, such as Texas, would
vote for Ralph Nader.
A swing state is a state where the race is still tight and voting
one way or another could have a huge impact on who wins the state’s
electoral votes. On the other hand, there are "safe" states where the vote is easily
decided. An example would be Texas, as it is primarily "George W. Bush Country."
The reason behind vote swapping is to enable Nader to get 5 percent of the popular vote, which would allow the Green Party to be eligible for government funding in
the 2004 campaign, without hurting Gore’s run at the presidency.
Yes, theoretically this could work.
However, you are trading your vote. A vote is a sacred thing.
Our forefathers sacrificed their lives so we would have democracy, which wouldn’t
exist without voting rights.
Women and African Americans had to fight for suffrage.
A heavy price was paid for one of the last
free things in this country: the right to vote.
Voting symbolizes freedom. So why trade
it and corrupt the system?
When you trade your vote, is that freedom? Freedom is no longer present in voting
when you decide to vote for something that
goes against your political beliefs.
Vote swapping allows for further manipulation and corruption of the voting process.
It also encourages vote selling and buying.
Those that agree with vote swapping may
say they are harmlessly trading, not selling,
a vote.
OK, that maybe true, but what happens
when someone gets the bright idea of "Why
trade my vote when I can sell it?"
This will happen.
When people hear they can get "x" amount of
dollars for their vote, we will see an increase in
selling.
There are plenty of people in this country that
simply don’t care about the presidency, but would do
anything for a buck.
Currently, vote swapping, technically, is not illegal
because it doesn’t involve anything of monetary value,
but it sure does open up the doors for other illegal activities.
In the current form of vote swapping, two people do not have to communicate. All they do is
"pledge" their vote. There is no legal binding contract that says they have to do good on their
pledge.
Winwincampaign.org says, "WinWinCampaign.org is in no way contractually binding people
to change their vote."
This invites dishonesty.
Granted that lying is not a crime, but telling someone you are going to do one thing in
exchange for something and then not doing it should be considered fraud.
How do you know that the person at the other end of a modem line isn’t lying?
You’ve just given up your one chance this election to participate in the electoral process, and
for whom? For what?
The vote swapping system is labeled democratic and an act of free speech by its supporters, but
the bottom line is that vote swapping opens doors for voting fraud, which in turn could hurt the democratic process, rather than help it.
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Vote swappers are
not receiving
any monetary gain
for their innocent
exchange of votes.
Their First
Amendment
right is simply
being exercised.

When you trade
your vote,
is that freedom?
Freedom is no
longer present
in voting when
you decide
to vote for something that goes
against your
political beliefs.
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Ben Aguirre Jr is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer

TALKING HEADS

11114A:ration by Dawn HozacA

Tiffani Analla is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Should vote swapping be illegal?
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don’t think it should legal
because it would effect the electoral college. It opens the door for
dishonesty in counting the
votes.’
lezer Dedascalow
junior
music

"It should not be legal
because you are using someone
else’s vote. That is not ethical. It
destroys the spirit of voting.
There is no accuracy left if people do that."
Chirag Parikh
senior
accounting

"That sounds OK to me, as
long as it is one vote. You are trying to give your candidate a better chance of winning."

’It should not be legal. For
me, it’s like vote laundering
exchanging from one state to
another."
Vasa

Jennifer Johnson
junior
mechanical engineering

Rao
junior
management information
systems (MIS)

Compiled by Erika Coron and photos by Tsutomu Fujita.

"I don’t think it’s right You
should stay within your own
state, the state you’ve registered
in. For those who can’t switch, it
won’t be fair."
Anjana Gehani
sophomore
management information
systems (MIS)

"I think you should vote
where you belong. If you do
swapping, it gives the person
more of an advantage over the
other person."
Van Tate
senior
human performance
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’Fashion Nazi’ lays down the law SpartAri u de
Idon’t pretend that I am a fashion
queen. But, I do like to think I
know what looks good and what
doesn’t.
In today’s column, rather than
taking on the role of fashion guru, I
will assume the task of "fashion
Nazi."
That is, I’d like to tell the campus
community about all of the clothing,
hairstyles and makeup they should
not be wearing.
I will, no doubt, offend many people.
How about starting off with
women’s styles?
First on the list are Capri pants.
These things are awful. As I like to
say, they’re neither pants nor shorts.
They stop about mid-calf, and I
assert that they make everyone,
regardless of size, look fat.
As do tube tops.
Those quasi-shirts were some kind
of evil hippie creation. They require
the use of strapless bras, which, in
and of themselves, are a big joke. And
not wearing a bra with a tube top
would be a big, big mistake.
And how about those new shirts
that lace up in the back? I guarantee
that some pervert thought those up.
Not only do they reveal every tiny
ofjiggly back flesh, they allow
once
lear view of the typically obscured
per ass area when one tries to sit
down.
Those are the clothes that really
aggravate me, but wait ladies, there’s
more on your list.
Despite the death of the ’80s, some
of you insist on outlining your lips
with black eyeliner.
It looks really disgusting. I’m
sorry, it just does.

Erin Mayes
ENOUGH SAID

And there ought to be a limit on
length when it comes to those fake
nails you have pasted on. As well as
how many jewels and pretty little
pictures you can have painted onto
your talons.
Your nails should not be able to
tell a story, like some kind of slide
show.
OK girls, I’m done with you. Let’s
move on to the men. I promise to rip
them a new one too.
First on the list are backward
caps.
It’s bad enough that you rolled out
of bed in the morning without showering, much less combing your hair.
Do us the favor of putting the cap on
correctly so as to appear less thuggish.
Also on the thug list are pants
worn below the ass crack. This cannot be comfortable. Even if it is, it is
certainly not attractive.
Next are Bolo ties. These things
consist of two strings, usually connected by some gaudy looking piece
of jewelry. Burn them.
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And melt down your large gold
medallions, particularly if you are
displaying them against the hairy
background of your exposed chest.
Oh, and guys, I know this is California, but you should never, ever
wear clogs. Unless you are visiting
from a Scandinavian country.
Now it’s time to visit hair territory.
Mullet hair cuts never should
have been in style. For those of you
unfamiliar with this ’do, think "Crocodile Hunter" or Billy Ray Cyrus. It’s
another one of those things that
should have died with the ’80s.
Then there are comb overs. Men
who are going bald friar-style grow
out the hair near their ears so they
can sweep it across the thinning area
so that it connects to the other side.
Some of them even do it Foster’s
Freeze style, swirling it around to
create a circular hairdo.
Perhaps I shouldn’t tell you guys
to avoid the comb over style, as it
does provide me quite a bit of enjoyment to see your "lids" flapping in the
breeze.
While I’m talking about balding,
do not, ever, grow a ponytail to make
up for your bald spot.
I have one last bit of advice, which
shall be directed to both men and
women. Call it a unisex suggestion.
My mother will thank me for this
one.
Don’t wear red sweat pants in
public, or any color of sweats that
people might identify with cartoon
characters, such as bright blue, Papa
Smurf They’re just a no-no.
Erin Mayes is the Spartan
Daily Managing Editor

-Enough Said" appears Wednesdays.

School of Art & Design
Student galleries art exhibitions, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the
Art and Industrial Science
buildings. Gallery 2: Joan Margolies -Kiernan, Gallery 3:
Sarah Kotzamani, Gallery 5:
Michele Alcantara, Gallery 8:
Kristine ldarius and the Herbert Sanders Gallery: Barbara
Phelps. For more information.
call John or Nicole at 924-4330
Career Center
Internships Spotlight on
Multimedia, 12:30 p.m. in
building F. For more information, call the Career Resource
Center at 924-6034.
Library Donations & Book
Sales
Ongoing book sale, 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. in Clark Library, 4th
floor, Room 408. For more
information, call the acquisitions department at 924-2705.
Nutrition and Food Science
Department
Body composition testing, 9:30
a.m. to 11:30 a.m. in the Central
Classroom building. Room 221.
Cost is $5 for students and faculty. For more information, call
Sherry at 206-7599.
MEChA (Movimiento Estudiuntil Chicano de Aztlan)
Weekly meeting, 3:30 p.m.
at the Chicano Resource Center, Module A. For more infor-
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REACH Program (Re-entry
And Commuter Help Program)
Brown bag lunch Q & A
at San Jose, noon to 1:30 p.m.
in the Student Union, Pacheco
room. For more information,
call Jane Boyd at 924-5950.

News MaLk I undstiom Jon Show
Advertising Jack Quinton
Photo Brad Shirakaw a
Pioduction Chief Tim Burke
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The Listening Hour Concert
Series
University Dance Theater:
Contemporary dance works
performed by advanced SJSU
students with repertory by professional choreographers, 12:30
p.m. to 1:15 p.m. at the Music
building Concert Hall. For
more information, call Joan
Stubbe at 924-4631.
ejapirit.org
Meditation guided and
instructional, 4:30 p.m. to 5:30
p.m. at the Campus Ministry
Center Chapel, 300 South Tenth
St. All meditators are welcome.
For more information, call R.
Wharton at 605-1687.

sispirit.org
guided and
Meditation
instructional, 4:30 p.m. to 5:30
p.m. at the Campus Ministry
Center Chapel, 300 South
Tenth St. All traditions and
types of practice are welcome.
For more information, call R.
Wharton at 605-1687.

oeeontoiogy a Health Professions
Two-way interactive video
seminar on "Facilitating Health
Care Decision -Making Among
Ethnic Elders and Their Families," 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. in the
IRC, Room 308. For more information, call Nancy Hikoyeda at
924-2938.

Anthropology & Behavioral
Science Club
Organizational meeting, 3
p.m. in Washington Square Hall.
Room 4. The meeting will
include taking a club picture,
developing a Web site and planning attendance at upcoming
eventa. For more information,
call Marlene Elwell at 241-7471.

Vietnamese Student Association
General meeting, 3 p.m. to 4
p.m. in the Student Union,
Council Chambers. All are welcome. There will be prizes. For
more information, call Lan at
623-1921.

Thursday
Career Center
Internships for all majors,
12:30 p.m. in building F. For
more information. call the Career
Resource Center at 924-6034.
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It’s not too soon to

Students for Justice
Weekly meeting, 5 p.m. at the
Student Union, Meeting Lounge.
For more information, call
Vanessa Nisperos at 504-9554.
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Readers are encouraged to express themselves on the ()pinion page ith a letter to the editor.
A letter to the editor is a 200-word response to an issue or point of view that has
appeared in the Spanan Daily.
Submissions become the properi of the Spartan Daily and ma) be edited for
ciarity. grammar. libel and length. Submissions must contain the author’s name,
address. phone number, signature and major.
Submissions ma) be put in the Letters to the Editor box at the Spartan Daily
Office in l)%%ight Bentel Hall Room 209. sent by fax to (408) 924-3237. e-mail at
SDAILYigjmc.sjsu.edu or mailed to the Spartan Daily Opinion Editor. School of
Journalism and Mass Communications. San Jose State University. One W’ashington
Square. San Jose. CA 95192-0149
F:ditorials are written by. and are the consensus of, the Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and adwnisements do not liccessaril) reflect the views of the
Spartan Daib. the School ofloumalism and Ma.ss Communications or S/Sll.

FALL GRAD FEST

Sawy SJSU students have learned that
Winter Session units help them graduate earlier.
Earn one unit per week.
Free schedules
,Itt
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Classes meet
January 2 - 19, 2001

Register with TOUCH-SJSU and WebReg
November 13 - December 15, 2000

For more information:
San Jose State Lniversity
Continuing Education
ADM 103
408 924-2670
408-924-2630 (24 hour request line)
www.conted.sjsu.edu
info@cemail.sjsu.edu

Caps and gowns, class rings, graduation invites
and much, much more...
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Transit tax
may move
forward
By Mina! Gandhi

Sebastian Widmann Daily Stqff

A voter leaves a polling place in Downtown San Jose. The voter
tumout Tuesday fell short of the projection of 75 percent by the
registrar of voters. Precincts in Santa Clara County estimated that
about 50 percent of eligible oters participated on Election Day.

County voter turnout
lower than expected
I I/ ( !outman
111 %%Pl..
Voter turnout for Tuesday’s
election was expected to be strung
in Santa Clara County.
Kathryn Ferguson. the Santa
Clara County registrar of voters,
said her office was projecting that
75 percent of the county’s 750,000
registered voters about 570,000
people would cast their ballots.
Between 7:10 p.m. and 7:50
p.m., the four voting precincts
closest to San Jose State University, which have a total of about
2,200 registered voters, had a
lower percentage of voter turnout
between 50 and 55 percent
than projected for the county
California’s precinct polling
places closed at 8 p.m.
At about 7:15 p.m., Shee Yubo, a
precinct 1337 worker, said that
about 200 people half of the
precinct’s 400 reg,istered voters
had voted at First Christian
Church on south Fifth Street.
At 7:30 p.m.. Robert Dollar
Brown, a precinct 1330 worker.
said about 400 people again
about half of the precincts 798
registered voters had cast their
ballots at Grace Baptist Church
on 10th Street.
Both precincts 1329 and 1331
had the SJSU International Center on 1 lth Street as their polling
location.
At 7:45 p.m., precinct 1329
worker and voting inspector
Henry Joseph Morillo reported
about 400 people had voted, about
54 percent of 738 registered
precinct voters.
Ten minutes before t he polls
closed. precinct 133 I worker
Henry Bridget said that 335 out of
600 registered voters - about 55
percent -- had cast their votes.
A strict procedure is followed
after the polls close, Morilln said
The doors tn polling places are

its.ked. and precinct inspectors
place both regular and absentee
ballots into lucked boxes. The
inspectors then take the boxes to
the voter registrar’s office on
Berger Street in San Jose.
Absentee ballots are counted
first, Ferguson said.
Ferguson said she expects
25,000 to 35,000 absentee ballots
would be counted Tuesday night.
"Every single voter’s signature
must be verified using voter
records before the vote can be
counted," Ferguson said. "It’s a
very time-consuming process."
As of Tuesday afternoon, voters
had returned 109,000 of the
138,000 absentee ballots requested from the voter registrar’s office,
Ferguson said.
Voters could mail in their
absentee ballots, turn them in at
their local precinct or even bring
them into the voter registrar’s
office until 8 p.m. Tuesday night,
said Diana Gerkin, an office clerk.
Normally, its office hours are
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday, Gerkin said.
Only those ballots turned into
the office before closing would be
counted, Ferguson said.
Santa Clara County officials
were expected to begin picking up
absentee ballots from voting
precincts late Tuesday afternoon,
Ferguson said. They were to collect postmarked absentee ballots
from county post offices and local
precincts beginning at 8 p.m., she
said
"The (absentee) ballots have to
be in our hands by 8 (p.m.) -postmarked. physically at the polling
place or in our office," Ferguson
said.
Ferguson also noted that county
residents could find out county
election results on the Santa
Clara County Registrar of Voters
Web
site
at
office’s
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With 69 percent of votes from 142 precincts
reporting at 10:20 p.m. Tuesday, it looked as though
Bay Area Rapid Transit was approved for Santa
Clara County.
Measure A, the 30-year extension of a half-cent
sales tax that would fund light-rail and bus transportation projects, had been ahead beginning with
the earliest exit poll results.
The organization Taxpayers for Traffic Relief Now
supported and campaigned for the measure. The
group’s co-director, Carl Guardino, said he was "elated" by the support Measure A was receiving.
"I think the results show that traffic is terrible,"
Guardino said. "It’s going to serve San Jose State
University students, my alma mater, very, very well
by adding four new light-rail lines."
Guardino and about 75 other proponents for the measure gathered at Gordon Biersch in downtown San Jose for
a victory party.
Jude Barry. co-director for the Taxpayers for Traffic
Relief Now organization. said if the measure passed, plans
to get the project started would start to take place.
’We’ll have to start with environmental studies,
and that will take about three to five years, and then
construction will be an additional five years," Barry
said. ’These things don’t happen overnight, but for
future students of SJSU, this will be a great day."
Supporters of Measure A, including the Califomia
State Automobile Association, San Jose Chamber of Commerce and some high-tech corporations such as Cisco and
Hewlett Packard. say they expect 78,000 fewer vehicles
on the road when the BART project is completed.
According to the California Taxpayers’ Association.
the extension of BART will be similar to adding three traffic lanes to our freeways.
Although opponents to the measure described it as
"hasty," Erik Schoennauer. a member of the traffic relief
organization, said these opposing arguments are completely false.
"V.’e haw had a set of pnorities that started with a 16month community process. which every city in the county
was involved in," he said. "I don’t see how anyone can call
such a study a ’hasty’ pnx:ess."
Schoennauer also said there haven’t been legitimate
arguments put forward opponents.
"I think they’re upset that they weren’t the leaders in
putting this thing together. so they’re being spoilers about
it." he said.
The traffic relief organization expects Measure A to
reduce pollution in the 15 Santa Clara County cities it is
planned to affect.
SJSU graduate student Mike Macarelli said the vote
was "historic" because such a measure has never been
voted on in Santa Clara County.
Guardino said his team would begin projects as soon as
possible.
"Now that the voters have spoken with ovenvhelming
support. we will move forward as quickly as we can to
bring on these improvements." Guardino said.

Jill To a.hrba Daily Shilf

To hear polling results better, Jacquie Heffner of San Jose moved closer to the
television set at Gordon Biersch, the site of the pro-Measure A gathering. Heffner is a campaign worker with Taxpayers for Traffic Relief Now. Measure A,
which jumped to a big early lead, would extend a 30-year half-cent tax for lightrail and bus transportation projects.

Opponents hopeful initiative wouldn’t pass
D\11 \ STAFF WWII l<
Hopes were high at the "No on Measure A"
victory party.
With only 197 precincts courited out of
1,391, the numbers on the measure stood at
69.1 percent in favor of Measure A and 30.9
percent against.
"’We’re confident that as the precincts come
in, well get more votes," said Kimberly Strickland, coordinator for the Bay Area ’Transportation and Land Use Coalition.
"Their side is already celebrating," she said,
referring to the measure’s supporters.
At the victory party, held at Fuel 44 on
South Almaden Avenue, each table was decorated with a miniature cardboard Valley Transit Authority light-rail car with "No on A" written on the top.
Measure A has been an interesting race
between big business and grass roots campaigning, according to Stricldand.
She described the race as "very much a
David and Goliath race."
This is evident by the amount of money that
wa.s spent by the two campaigns.
According to Strickland, the campaign for
Measure A has spent $2 million, whereas the
"No on Measure A" campaign spent only about
$50,000.
Measure A proposed a 30-year, half-cent
sales tax for transit that would take effect in
2006 and would go toward connecting Bay
Area Rapid Transit to Milpitas, San Jose and
Santa Clara. The route will take BART
through the downtown area.
"I’m a little disappointed in the numbers:
said Lisa Jensen, vice president of the Univer-
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Diaz wins by landslide School vouchers defeated
When asked hov. Interested she
was in politics, Alvarez said "just a little."
"One day this will be interesting to
me," Alvarez said.
Diaz’ top priorities inrtude education, transportation, health care and
affordable housing, said Avo
Makdessian, Diaz’s campaign manager and a political science major at
SJSU.
Makdessian said Diaz has a good
relationship with SJSU President
Robert Caret and Councilwoman
Cindy Chavez of District 4, which will
surely benefit SJSU.
lie’s (Manny) one of the most
loyal politicians I’ve come across,"
Makdessian said. lie remembers all
the support he gets from the corrununity and returns it. He is in touch
with the community."
Diaz has been involved in the community for approximately 20 years.
Some organizations he has been
involved with include the Santa
Clara County Valley Transportation
Authority, San Jose Redevelopment
Agency Board and the City’s Housing
and Conununity Development Committee and Youth.
"Manny is a very dedicated public
servant. He is an individual who is
sensitive to the needs of his constituencies," Velasquez said. "He’s
been a strong advocate for additional
services in District 5 (Diaz’s city councontinue
cil seat) and I’m sure he
to work hard for District 23."
Defeated Republican candidate
Tom Askeland, who was said to have
"given up on the ram" bec.ause of the
heavy Democratic registration in District 23, did not rwi a tough campaign
at all, according to Makdessian.

By Helena D. Hong
Y S IA11 WRITTR

San Joee City Councilman and
Democrat Manny Diaz won by a
landslide for the state Assembly seat
for District 23.
I feel very good, and am getting
good support," Diaz said on Tuesday
evening. "I’m confident that I will
win tonight."
Thirty-six of 232 precincts were
tallied and the results were in favor of
Diaz. He was in the lead with 68.3
percent of the votes.
District 23 encompasses downtown, east and central San Jose, as
well as the Willow Glen area, said
San Jose State University alumna
Christine Velasquez, Diaz’ public
conununications manager.
The victory party for Diaz was held
at the Wyndham Hotel in downtown
San Jose and was well attended by
family, friends and supporters.
’Tonight’s a celebration for
Manny," said SJSU alumnu.s Jay 13altazar. "Finally, well find out (the
results)."
Arlene Campos and Danyel
Alvarez, 12, operate as a motherdaughter team and served as Diaz’
welcoming conunittee at Ilia victory
party on Tuesday night.
Carnpos said she supports Diaz
completely because of his strong
views on education.
I expect that hell (Manny) do fabulous," Campos said. "If he keeps
doing what he’s doing now - hell be
great."
Alvarez, who is in middle school,
said she will be returning to her
Social St iidies class to share her experience
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sity Neighborhood Coalition. "I don’t think
BART is a bad idea, but I think the route that
was chosen was a bad idea."
"What they need to address is the Goldeii
Triangle area," Jensen said. The Golden Trt
angle is made up of highways 237 and 101 and
Interstate 880 on the borderline of Milpitas
and San Jose.
"If it passes, we’re going to put what happened tonight behind us and make sure the
mayor sticks to his promises," Jensen said)
’The mayor promised neighborhood-friendly
development."
Several factors were missing in the $6 bik
lion transit tax, according to the "No on Measure A" campaign material.
Interest and BART overruns can add up to
hundreds of millions of dollars, jeopardizing
other transit projects, the campaign material
states.
"We want to make sure that BART doesn’t
jeopardize other projects if it passes," said
Javier Aguirre, policy aide for Blanca Alvarado, one of the measure’s supporters. "We want
to make sure everything is open to the public."
The Sierra Club, the Green Party of Santa
Clara County and the Environmental Defense
were some other organizations sponsoring the
"No on Measure A" campaign.
. Bob Kenyon, a downtown community
member at the victory party, said he was concerned about what would happen to downtown.
"It’s really hard to say what’s going to happen," Kenyon said. "We don’t even know what
the construction of BART is going to be like.
The whole measure was so premature. they
don’t even have a plan -
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The votes against Proposition
38, school vouchers for state-funded private and religious education,
took the lead Tuesday night over
the "yes" votes.
The first official counts were
recorded soon after 8 p.m., with
those against the proposition taking a 70 percent lead over those
supporting it.
"Who gives a shit if private
schools get the money," said Joanna Holton a Green Party supporter. "It’s like taking from the poor
and giving it to the rich. It makes
no sense to me."
According to the official summary, Proposition 38 authorizes stat,e
payments of at least $4.000 per
student for private and religious
schools, to be phased in during a
four year period.
Even with a 5 percent shift from
public to private schools, the state
would still be spending $2 billion
annually, according to the California voter guide.
The guide also stated that it
would take a 25 percent shift to
save the state $3.4 billion a year.
Sam William, a registered
Democrat, was glad to hear that
the proposition was being defeated

"It makes a difference for the
future. Public schools should get
the chance to be treated the same
as private ones," William said.
Martin Rodriguez, who voted
against the proposition, voiced ber
concern about how school vouchera
would affect low income families.
"Basically, the way I understand
the proposition, it doesn’t really
include everyone," Rodriguez said.
’There are certain requirements,
like big incomes I thought it was
very biased."
Although the proposition looked
to be defeated as of Tuesday night,
some proponents were still ’famistic.
Jainelle Armstrong, an administrative assistant at the Los Angeles headquarters for the "Yes on
38" campaign said she could not
see why anyone would be against
it, claiming to already have a lot of
parental support for the proposition.
The proposition, which originated in the inner cities of Los Angeles, came to be on the ballot due to
students who were considered
"pretty much failing" and "slightly
retarded," Armstrong said.
While California is 49th in the
country in education, those at the
"Yes on 38" campaign believe that
it should not cost parents anything
to provide their kids a good education, Armstrong said.
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BUSH:

Probable new president takes Texas

continued from Page I
she thinks California is important to
Bush’s campaign because of California’s
new businesses and multicultural demographics.
"It’s an enormous diverse population,"
Amide amid. "That perspective matters
on a national level."
Volunteers said Bush is the right person for the job because of his views on
income taxes and social security
King said Bush’s views on social security were especially important in the
campaign.
"If the system is not fixed, there’s not
going to be any money left for the baby
boomers and young adults," King said.
"The system needs to be reformed."
Other volunteers cited character concerns as a reason for Bush’s success.
Dennis Zell, vice chairman for Bush’s
campaign in San Mateo County, said he

.

a
a

5 I

thinks Bush’s trustworthiness among
fellow politicians and ability to make
deals with Democrats has helped him
garner support from the public.
"They couldn’t trust the Clinton
administration," Zell said. "It truly was
the fact that Americans caught Bill
Clinton lying under oath."
King agreed and said she thinks Bush
is loyal and has integrity.
"Character does count," King said.
"Gore is a little loose with the truth. I
think people are a little tired of that
with politicians."
Gilham said if Bush wins he will
adjust the economy and prevent an
imminent recession.
Aranda said the election was an energizing experience and that Bush’s overall history in public office would make
him a good president.
"I think he will do a wonderful job as
president,’ Aranda said.

GORE: Won California, but not home state

;

continued from Page 1

Jackie I) .1froonio Daily .5,4

Marjorie Kabbaz cheered at the Democratic Party’s headquarters in San Jose as presidential candidate Al Gore won Washington’s electoral votes Tuesday night. Kabbaz said she registered 470 Democrats, 15 Republicans. one Libertarian and one
Green Party voter at the Valley Fair Mall before the registration deadline in October.

NADER: May have harmed Gore’s chance of becoming 43rd president
continued from Page 1
The money would be used for the Green
Party’s 2004 presidential campaign.
At 10:30 p.m. Tuesday, Nader had 3 percent of the national vote with 82 percent of
precincts reporting.
Nancy Couperus, co-coordinator of the
Santa Clara County Nader 2000 campaign,
said if the Green Party qualifies for federal
funding, it could spark a movement to
reform politics in the U.S.
"All our votes are going to do is bring
about a viable third party. This is the beginning of something," Couperus said. "We feel
we are giving a voice to an argument that
has been shut out by both Republicans and
Democrats, as well by the media.
"We feel this is the start of a party and a
movement. It could accomplish political
reform in California like they’ve done in
Minnesota."
Nader’s supporters in Sunnyvale said
they had supported him since he entered the
presidential race in February, and stuck by
’’
him because of his principles

Alison Greene, 26, said she was hooked on
Nader and his messages since March. when
she read about him on the Internet.
"He’s straight up and honest," Greene
said. "I’ve had no worries voting for him
today."
Greene said some people told her that she
should have voted for another candidate,
namely Al Gore
There had been speculation that Nader’s
push for the presidency would hurt Democratic candidate AI Gore.
"People told me my choice would lead to
George Bush winning the White House, but
I don’t agree with them at all," Greene said.
"Honestly, I wish he had won more support.
America wasted a great opportunity to have
a great leader."
Sarah Doty, a conservation biology major
at San Jose State University, said she supported Nader because he wasn’t full of "hot
air" like George W. Bush or Al Gore.
Doty said she has been a Green Party
member since 1996 and that she was mere
vvorried about Gore taking the helm than
Bush

Yeager
expects
victory
Hy I iffani Analla
DAILY STAFF WRITER
Ken Yeager, a professor in the
political science department at
San Jose State University, is
expected to win a spot on the San
Jose City Council as polls remain
close for the District 6 seat,
which includes the Rose Garden
and Willow Glen areas.
"I’m very nervous, but things
are looking pretty good," Yeager
sarit*his is probably the only
t I will be running."
ti
I
e March primary, Yeager
finished first among five other
candidates for the District 6 seat.
He battled head-to-head with
opponent Kris Cunningham and
finished with 38.4 percent of the
vote, while Cunningham finished
with 32.8 percent.
Because neither Yeager nor
Cunningham captured 50.1 percent of the vote in March, a
runoff of the two candidates was
necessary.
Current District 6 47ity Council member Frank Fiscalini could
not run again because of term
limits.
"He’s (Yeager) the best man
qualified for the job," said Dave
Thomas, a local business owner
in San Carlos. "Cunningham is a
very good candidate, but Yeager
is big-city trained and he continues to clean up the business districts."
Yeager, who has been a political science professor at SJSU
for10 years, is currently an elected trustee and president of the
San Jose Community College
District and is also president of
the Rose Garden Neighborhood
Preservation Association.
Yeager is also the chairman of
the Airport Curfew Monitoring
Committee.
An openly gay candidate, Yeager, graduated from SJSU in
1976 with a degree in political
science and has worked on campaigns with Susie Wilson, who
was the second woman to serve
on the San Jose City Council.
His major concerns include

reducing airport noise and holding airlines resminsible 14 violations in airport curlew.
However, Yeager said his main
interest is in preserving the
quality of the Rose Garden and
Willow Glen neighborhoods.
"Neighborhood preservation,
traffic relief and education are
issues that most constituents are
worried about: Yeager said.
He said he views traffic relief,
environmental protection and
education as significant factors
in neighborhood preservation.
He wants to work with local
schools to provide them with
grants for cleanups, services and
to increase. pedestrian safety
"I’m a school principal and
schools and safety are the
biggest concern to me." said

"I would never vote for Gore ... anyway, a
Republican White House would have more
watchdogs overseeing it than a Democratic
one," Doty said. "On the environment, Al
Gore didn’t follow through on his promises.
He failed to he the environmental politician.
... Global warming is a reality. I want a person who can fix things rather than talk
about them."
Doty also said she wasn’t swayed by scare
tactical, stating a vote for Nader would be a
vote for Bu:;h.
Dressed up as a space alien, Tian Harter,
a software engineering consultant, said he
was proud to endorse Nader and the Green
Party.
"A vote for Nader is better than a vote for
Bush," he said.
Nader. on a videotaped interview, told
CNN’s Larry King, "Only Al Gore can defeat
Al Gore."
Couperus said that if the Nader votes do
affect the Democratic results negatively, it
niight persuade the Democratic Party to
embrace a more liberal candidate in the
next election

knew it was going to come down to the
finish."
When California was declared as
belonging to Gore, the 400 Democrats in
attendance erupted with joy.
"There is no way Gore could win
without California: Christensen said.
California has 54 electoral votes.
The popular vote, which was conducted Tuesday, was to determine which
party would win the Electoral College
votes.
As the night unfolded, Gore got off to
a slow start as polls closed in Kentucky
and Indiana and continued to trail Bush

as most of the central United States
were declared by Bush.
Gore’s last local trip was Sept. 20 to
Sunnyvale where he spoke about medication for the elderly, stating that they
should be able to receive their medication without being overcharged by the
big pharmaceutical companies.
During his speech, Gore also said the
country has never seen a better economy than during his time in office with
President Clinton.
"We’ve turned the biggest deficit
into the biggest surplus," Gore said.
’This is the strongest economy in the
224 -year history of the United States
of America."

Cunningham trailing

and the master airport plan.
Before her full time days as a candidate, she ran and organized a preKris Cunningham, a San Jose State kindergarten program for the city of San
University alumna and candidate for San Jose for 12 years.
In January she began campaigning
Jose City Council District 6, was eager to
finish the last leg of her campaign on full time from her home.
Her campaign committee consisted of
Election Day.
her family, friends and neighbors.
Cunningham had
Cunningham’s husband, Gary, said
46 percent of the
that the past week has been exciting for
votes and her oppohim.
nent, Ken Yeager,
"I have learned a lot," Gary Cunninghad 52 percent at
ham said.
10:15 p.m. with 13
He graduated with a bachelor’s degree
of 69 precincts
in physical education in 1971 and a masreporting.
ter’s in physical education in 1976.
"I’m excited," said
"This was a true educational experiCunningham, who
It was a grass roots campaign with
graduated in 1972
Cunningham ence.
a neighborhood activist who has been
with a degree in
involved," Gary Cunningham said.
political science.
SJS11 baseball coach and a longtime
"I’m looking forwanl to the fact that we
you
whether
friend of the Cunninghams, Sam Piraro,
stage
are going into a new
was at her support party.
have the decision tonight or tomorrow,
"We have known each other for years,"
San Jose State you can only campaign for so long."
Cunningham and her supporters gath- said Piraro, a Willow Glen resident. "I
University polit- ered
at her sister’s home in Willow Glen knovi. she cares about people and wants
ical science pro- to watch the local results and presiden- to make a difference."
If elected, she has three main priorities
fessor Ken Yea- tial results via the Internet.
Bob Gniver, Cunningham’s brother-in- as council member : 1) include citizens in
ger greeted a law, was hopeful atter the absentee bal- the decision-making process throughout
the democratic pnicess; 2) find the soluas lots had come in
supporter
"With the absentee ballots, she fiired tions that are best for the community; 3)
Dave Thomas well," said Grover, who graduated from preserve and improve the quality of life
introduced him SJSU in 1970 with a physical education for those living in San Jose.
Joey Shanley, Cunningham’s camand English degree "She would be a wonTuesday night at derful
city council person if elected. It paign manager, said he was taking it easy
alumna
in
on
Election Day after a string of consecuYeager’s support would be nice to see a Spartan
tive 12 to 16-hour days.
Yeager city rnuncil."
party.
"We put out door hangers and mats
Cunningham cullected 48.3 percent of the
%%as gunning for absentee ballots and Yeager had 51.7 percent. last night: Shanley said. "We did phone
Cunningham, a Democrat, began cam- banking today’
the 1 )istrict 6 San
The District 6 race was forced into a
paigning 18 months ago.
Jose City Coun"I ran because people asked me to run," runoff because no candidate had won the
Cunningham said. "It was an extension of majority of the vote during the March 7
cil seat.
primary elections.
my work in the community"
I II, tier
During the primaries Cunningham
Cunningham’s community involveworked for 12 years ment includes greups such as the Willow earned 32.6 percent of the votes and her
growth and development."
The San Jose Mercury News as kin independent contractor Glen Neighborhood Association, the San opponent, Ken Yeager, had 38.6 percent of
establishing and designing pre- Jose Unified Bond Oversight Committee, the votes to force the runoff.
supported Yeager
Current San Jose Mayor Ron school programs for San Jose.
Cunningham’s main priorities
Gonzales and former San Jose
mayors Susan Hammer and include public safety, street
Janet Gray Hayes also endorsed maintenance and traffic reducIt’s Party Time Baby!!
tion. She wants to strengthen
him.
Floyd Miller, a retired 72-year- neighborhood character by
old, who volunteers for Health improving land use and developTrust and San Jose Chamber ment.
Music, remembered listening to a
speech of Yeager’s and was
Customer Service Agents
inipressed with his demeanor
Starting at S9.50 br
"He didn’t appear to be a regular politician," Miller said. "I
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Scare becomes rallying point for Sharks
13) D.S. Pere/
DAILY SENIOR STAFF WRI I I R
It wasn’t a positive situation,
but when San Jose Sharks rookie Mark Smith was taken off the
ice on a stretcher Saturday night
at the San Jose Arena, his injury
became a rallying point for the
team.
Smith, who centers the
Sharks’ fourth line, was hit
along the neutral zone boards by
Carolina Hurricanes left wing
Bates Battaglia. Battaglia raised
an elbow to Smith’s chest and
knocked his head back, causing
him to crumble along the boards.
Smith suffered a concussion
and head laceration and was
taken to the hospital. He was
released Sunday.
Battaglia was issued a fiveminute major penalty for charging and was given a game misconduct, ejecting him from the
game.
The Sharks feasted on the
ensuing power play, scoring two
goals with the man advantage.
The Sharks won the game, 4-1.
"It’s the worst feeling in the
world to see your buddy down
there," said Sharks’ center Mike
Ricci, who had one of the power
play goals. "I’m just glad we got
some break? and the puck went
into the net."
In his rookie season with the
Sharks, Smith has a goal and six
penalty minutes in eight games
this season.
Dean Lombardi, the Sharks’
general manager, said Smith
would be out for a week.
Lombardi also said the NHL

is reviewing the play to see if
action should be taken against
Battaglia.
In an interview after the
game, Battaglia said the hit was
clean and that he put his shoulder into Smith’s chest.
The Sharks’ players believe
something should be done.
"That was a cheap shot," said
Sharks’ rookie defenseman Scott
Hannan. "Stuff like that shouldn’t happen in this league. It
looked bad from my perspective.
"He wasn’t moving. That’s a
scary moment for anyone," Hannan said. "When he did move, we
felt better. I tapped him lightly
and winked at him. We won this
game for him. It was a rallying
point for us."

Rookie stays afloat
Evgeni Nabokov, a 25-year-old
rookie goalie from Kamenogorsk,
Kazakhstan, has had a career
month with the Sharks this season.
Since stepping in for Steve
Shields, who injured his right
ankle in the second game of the
season, Nabokov has gone 8-1-1
for the Sharks with a 0.935 save
percentage.
He stopped 22 shots in a 2-2
tie at Vancouver on Sunday
night. In the Sharks’ Nov. 1
game against the Penguins, he
kept Pittsburgh star Martin
Straka from scoring a goal on a
penalty shot. It was the first
penalty shot in Nabokov’s NHL
career.
"I stopped penalty shots in the
International Hockey League in

Cleveland, but it wasn’t Martin
Straka coming at me," Nabokov
said. "All I could do was concentrate on the situation and stay
confident. And I stopped him."
Sharks’ prospect goalie Mikka
Kiprusoff, who played with
Nabokov in the Sharks’ minor
league affiliate in Kentucky, said
Nabokov is the kind of goalie
who can keep a team in the
game.
Head coach Darryl Sutter,
said Nabokov has been making
great saves and rebounds from
goals scored on him.
"He keeps playing great even
when we’re down 1-0," Sutter
said.
The accolades for Nabokov do
not end there. The Sharks
awarded Nabokov the Seagate
Technology Player of the Month
for October, and the NHL also
recognized Nabokov’s play. He
finished runner-up in the rookieof-the-month voting.
Last year, playing 11 games
with San Jose and earning a 2-21 record, Nabokov got his break
with the Sharks. He had a
shutout Jan. 19, stopping 39
shots in a 0-0 tie against the Colorado Avalanche.
But the recent praise hasn’t
relaxed Nabokov. As the Sharks’
ninth round selection, Nabokov
has spent the last three years in
the Sharks’ minor league system.
"I am trying to show everyone
I can play at this level and prove
myself to the Sharks," Nabokov
said. "I’ve waited for this
moment for years. I have to step
up and try to be my best."

Kohjiro Kinno Daily Staff
Darren Langdon of the Carolina Hurricanes
skated away from Sharks’ center Mike Ricci on
Saturday during the Sharks 4-1 win at the San

Missing in Action
Along with Smith, on the
Sharks injured list is right wing
Owen Nolan, who has played in
only one game this season.
Nolan scored a goal in
Nashville on Oct. 21. Since then,

Jose Arena. Ricci had a goal and two assists in the
win. The Sharks’ game Sunday against the Vancouver Canucks ended in a 2-2 tie.

he has been listed day-to-day
with an abdominal hernia.
Nolan had a hernia operation
during the off season, and he
recently admitted he came back
too soon.
Before the Sharks’ first road
trip, Sharks head coach Darryl
Sutter said, "It’s hard to keep a

guy like that off the ice. Nolan
wants to come back."
Also out is defenseman Marcus Ragnarsson, who will miss a
week of play with a knee injury
he suffered on Nov. 1.
Goalie Steve Shields was
taken off the injured list Friday
and has been Nabokov’s backup.

Women’s soccer team in NCAAs
By Ben Aguirre Jr.
lhil1 Suit %%NOIR

Despite a 7-12-1 regular season record, the Spartan women’s
soccer team is headed to the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association soccer tournament.
"We’re ecstatic," head coach
Tamie Grimes said. "The team
is really excited."
The Spartans are scheduled to
play No. 15 Stanford University
in the first round of the NCAA
tournament at 7:30 p.m. today at
Maloney Field in Palo Alto.
The women’s soccer program,
now in its sixth year, took home
its first Western Athletic Conference crown by defeating three
tough conference foes.
San Jose State University
defeated the University of Texas
El Paso 2-0 Thursday, No. 18
Southern Methodist University
4-2 Friday and the University of
Tulsa 3-1 Sunday in the championship game.
"The girls set the goal of being
the WAC champions," Grimes
said.
The Spartans entered the
WAC tournament with the No. 4
seed and a 7-12-1 overall record.
On the road to the title, they
upset both the No.1 and the No. 2
seeds in the tournament.
"We knew if we won three
games, we would be going to the
NCAA playoffs," Grimes said.
Grimes credited the play and
experience of the seniors for
being the reason SJSU is headed
to the tournament.
"You know what? When you go
out there with six seniors,"
Grimes said. "’That’s over half
your team. I think they scored all
but one of our goals.
"You can never simulate the
pressure of a big game," Grimes
said about the seniors’ playoff
experience.
The winner of the SJSU-Stanford game will advance to the
second round and play Brigham
Young University on Saturday in
Provo, Utah.
"We are confident," Grimes
said. "They finally decided they
finally wanted to play. This team

has had the capability all year
long."
Grimes also noted that senior
defender Jackie Ostdiek may
not be able to play in tonight’s
game because of a sprained
ankle.

Rs elderly. Mir kned nes. leer essmilty.

All-WAC Team

7bere are

The Spartans had five players
selected to the Western Athletic
Conference Championship All tournament team.
Junior midfielder Kristina
Jacob, who scored one goal and
had two assists in the three
Spartan victories, was named
most valuable player.
The other four players named
to the team were senior forward
Julie Brum, senior midfielder
Brandy
Apodaca,
senior
defender Ostdiek and sophomore
goalkeeper Eryn Meyer.
Brum scored two goals and
assisted on two goals in the tournament. Meyer made 11 saves on
14 shots on goal.
SJSU also had two players
named to the All-WAC teams Friday. Ostdiek was named to the
first team as a defender, and Apodaca was named to the second
team as a midfielder.

Men in MPSF playoffs
The SJSU men’s soccer team
defeated Cal Berkeley 3-2 Satur-

day at the Adidas-Legacy Classic
in Berkeley.
With the victory, the Spartans
finished the regular season undefeated 118-0-11 for the first time
since 1942 when they were 6-0.
SJSU gave up two goals
against Cal, the most it has given
up in a single game all year.
The Spartans next task will be
to defeat the University of California at Irvine in the first round
of the Mountain Pacific Sports
Federation playoffs.
The game is scheduled for 11
a.m. Friday at California State
University at Fullerton.
The winner of that game will
play the victor of the Cal State
Fullerton v. University of Denver
game. The MPSF Championship
will be decided Sunday in Fullerton.
The winner of the MPSF tour-

nament will get an automatic
berth in the National Collegiate
Athletic Association tournament
where the national championship will be decided.
Ryan
Senior
defender
Suarez is confident that the
Spartans will get to the tournament.
"I believe we’ll get an automatic berth," Suarez said. "We
have been ranked No. 1 for
almost a month."
If the Spartans advance to
the NCAA tournament. head
coach Gary St. Clair said he
will put in a bid to have the
home games played at Santa
Clara University because Spartan Stadium is being prepared
for the Women’s College Cup,
which is scheduled to be played
on Dec. 1 and Dec. 3.
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Serpents
Do laundry
Bridal path’,
Brit’s apartment
Singer James
Pine exudation
Lawyer’s burden
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concern
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13 Smoked meats
21 "School" start
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25 Chemical
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27 Curly ’do
28 Marsala
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35 Clumsy

36 Where to get
a hero
37 Wading bird
38 Pipe
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41 Meditation
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43 Fiber source
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SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY - SPARTAN DAILY

FAX: 408-924-3282
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
General

CI,ASSIFIEID

SOUTH CITY NIGHT CLUB
now hiring barbacks, experienced security & front door ID
person. 175 N. San Pedro St.
downtown San Jose. 408-2989283. lv msg or apply Thur. Fn,
Sat. 8pm-9pm.
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR teach
teens & adults. Company car &
training provided. No expenence
necessary. Over 18, HS grad.
Work when you want. Pay
negotiable. 408-971-0244.

Great On-Campus Job!
DELIVERY PERSON NEEDED
The Spartan Daily has immediate
need for a delivery person to
work mornings from 7am-9am.
Deliver the Spartan Daily to
news stands on campus. Must
have a Cal. license. Apply at the
Spartan Daily, Dwight Bente! Hall,
Rm 203. Call Kathy @ 924-3277.
APPLY NOW!! START ASAP!

PT BIUNGUAL Legal Advocate
Dynamic, downtown nonprofit
seeks bilingual (Spanish), detail
oriented advocate to assist
clients with restraining order
papenvork and court accompaniment. No legal experience
required, but must have excellent communication skills and
desire to help women in crisis.
Must be available to work
Tuesdays. $12.50-$13.00/hour,
CHILDREN’S Theater Workshop benefits. Fax resume & cover
Needs Leaders - We Train letter to: 408-279-7590. E-mail:
1-10 hours per week. Reliable chasson@nextdoor.org.
transportation needed. Good
Pay. Must have experience SPECIAL EVENTS STAFFING
Ong with children. Call Carol Fun Work & Flexible Schedule
65-5096. Fax resumes to
Wait Staff
4
65-8342.
Culinary Staff
Bar Staff
COUNSELORS NEEDED for The Party Staff - 408-292-1155
boys/girls eroup home facilities
working with at -risk youth. PT P/T RECEPT / CLERK, labor
hours available on weekends union, near SJSU. 20+hr wk & all
(Saturday & Sunday) and evening day Tues. Pat G. 0408-998-0428.
shifts. This position is highly
recommended for those inter- GEEK OR SEMI-GEEK. Small
ested in juvenile Criminal Arts & Crafts Co. close to SJSU
Justice, Sociology, Social work needs you. informal atrnosphere,
and Psychology. Paid training jeans OK. Flex hrs. Will also conprovided, must be 21 & have 60 sider non-geeks. Ed 297-2917.
completed units. $9.00410.00
per hr, DOE. Fax resumes 408- LOOKING FOR ENTHUSIASTIC
281-4288 or call 408-281-4268 Food Servers, Bussers, Host
& Cocktail Servers Contact
for appointment.
Manager
408-280-1993.
Superior Court Of California
COUNTY OF SANTA CLARA RECEPTIONIST/OPTOM ASST.
PT, xInt people skills a must.
Full Time Positions:
Good career starter, will train.
LEGAL PROCESS CLERK II
Receives, examines & processes No exp nec. 408-956-0731
a variety of documents for conformance to legal requirements, form GRAPHIC DESIGNER position
and sufficiency of information; available, 20 hours per week.
assists the public, Courts & other Need experience in design, proagencies. interfacing over the duction, & photography. Must
phone, in person & via the courts be familiar with Illustrator. Quark
website, receives & accounts for & Photoshop. Must be enrolled
fees. deposits & issues receipts, in the SJSU School of Art. Please
schedules Court appearances & contact the Student Union
heanngs. maintains Court records, Admin. Office or call 924-6310.
files and exhibits. Performs other
NURSE:
related duties as required.
EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS - GREAT P/T or F/T Opportunity
CNA’s
up
to
$15, LVN’s up to $26.
An educabonal level equivalent to
a high school diploma or GED and RN s up to $35. Bonus & Benefits
408-283-9144 for
at least two years of work expenImmediate Interview
ence periorming a wide variety of
www powerpersonnel com
general clerical sssignments Two
years of college may be substitutSERVICE
ed for one year of general work SALES/ CUSTOMER
Immediate openings available.
expenence BA or BS may be Flexibility around
your schedule
substituted for the hvo years
is possible Must have strong
of general work experience.
an excellent
SALARY - $2686 84-S3232.32. computer skills and
telephone personality. Apply at
Actual Monthly / $2942 22Almaden
Valley
Athletic
Club,
$3542 25 Effective Monthly’
APPLICATION REOURIEMENTS - 5400 Camden Ave. SJ. 95124.
445-4917.
Please
Call
(408)
Candidates are required to submit
a completed employment appli- GERONTOLOGY PROGRAM
cation Application forms may Experienced office assistant.
be obtained by calling the 12 hoursrweek. flexible $13/hr
Human Resources Division at Ar"
p y SJSU - HR. Bldg BB
408-299-3232 ext 233 or 222 or SRNsCB00-124
"
email to lacarrpagrieC scico.scl us
or they may be picked up at. CASHIERS NEEDED to work at
Human Resources. &Pew’ Cour’ Chevron Need to fill position
Administrabon. 111 W St John St immediately. part-time. Apply in
Sutte 100. San Jose CA 95113 person at 147 E Santa Clara
SUPERIOR
St or call ()tetra at 295-3964
COURTROOM CLERK
Attends Superior Court Trials. INFORMATION CENTER is
heanngs & sentencing calendars. accepting
applications
for
takes minutes of court actions & employment. Must be available
proceedings, records rulings either mornings or afternoons.
and orders. conducts impanel- Work Study-Only Contact the
ment of juries, records iuror Student Union Director’s Office
excuses. attendance and chat- gam-5pm. 924-6310
lenges & provides such records to
the Jury commissioner. adminis- RECEPT/TECH SJ VET HOSP.
ters oaths, accepts. marks & PT or FT Call (408)246.1470 or
records exhibas, schedules spe- Fax (408) 246-1831
cal heanngs & maintains the
Court calendar. pertorms other
LAW OFFICE NEEDS
PART-T1ME HELP
related duties as required
EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS - Your intelligence is much more
Two years of collage credits important than your experience
and/or a MiniMuM of two years Ideal fOr students 15-20 hours
of legal secretarial work or legal per week Flexible hours during
clerical work. A paralegal certifi. finals & breaks Scheduling
cate
desirable Submission changes to lit new semester.
to
kground investigation Call 408-292-5400 or apply 1830
upo
ondittonal otter of The Alameda. San Jose, M -F. 8-4
employment is required.
SALARY - $3551.95-$4290.52 CROCODILE CAFE - htring for
Actual Monthly / $3893.84- Servers. Bussers. Runners
Hosts & Bartenders
$4706.27 Effective Monthly’.
APPUCATON REOUIREMENTS - Applications accepted between
Valley Fair Mall
2pm-apm
Candidates are required to submit a completed employment
VALET
PARKERS
- Part-time.
application Application forms
may be obtained by calling the evenings & weekends in Los
Human Resources Division at Gatos and Saratoga Must be
408-299-3232 ext 233 or 222 or neat in appearance with good
email to mmilleresctco scl us or customer service skills Must be
they may be picked up at- Hurnen able to dnve a 5 speed and
Resources. Superior Court have a valid CDL Immediate
Administrabon. 111 W SI. John St oletning & flexible schedules
Suite 100, San Jose. CA 95113 available Earn $748/hr .. bps
BENEFITS - The Court offers a Please call 408-364-0240
benefits package that includes Golden Gate Valet
life insurance, a choice of health
& dental plans, vision plan. paid AMERICAN BILLIARDS in
holidays. sick leave & retire . San Jose $12-$15 per hour
ment plan ’The Effective wage Very flexible hours Weekdays
includes the employer contnbu . and weekend help needed Ask
bon to the Public Employees for Mickey at 408.265-2215
retirement system The Superior GANG pREvENTioN after ached
Court is an Equal Opportunity /
at -risk girls program coord
Affirmative Action Employer
PT. 8 - 25 hours/wk AA/EOE.
$1500 weekly potential mailing Call 408-287-4170 ext. 251 or
fax
resume 408-287-8025. Attn
our circulars Free information
W Smith
Call 202-452-5901
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Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific leiephone
for
numbers or addr
informetion
dditional
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts. they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services,
In addition. readers should
carefully investigate all firms
offering employment listings
or coupons for dis-,ount
vacations or merchandise
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ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS
Part-time work available vitth
flexible hours (5-30 hours/week)
Internships possible
All majors may apply
Scholarships awarded annually
Some conditions apply
Start at 15.00 BASE - ape!
Earn $75 - $450 per week
Gain valuable experience in
customer service & sales
No experience necessary
Extensive training provided
Endorsed by National
Academic Advisory Board
CALL 615-1500 11am - 1pm
www.workforstudents.corn/sjsu

HEAD GUARD, F/T 30+ hour,.
needed to lead aquatic
’
20 Duties include re,:,,,,
Elect,
classes.
st
ti,
pard
tti
supervision. E xperiericT
STUDENTS NEEDED to work lifeguard is ter:totted
1%,.
with our three and a half year SJSU. Please catl C,,f1t1 1.
TEACHERS
an
child.
We
have
autistic
old
CDICDC offers FT, PT & split
at 298-1717 x 34 for re,. c
shifts with flexible hours. intensive home program based
Posibons available working with on applied behavior analysrs CITY OF SAN JOSE. Recredhuri
GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL children in accreditied, child and the skitlful use of positive Leader $11 37 1,
Professional Rewarding job
help needed for small exclusive development program with reinforcement.
shop and kennel PT, Tues-Sat. an excellent environment. Training will be provided. who enjoys workin,;
Must be reliable. honest, able to Qualifications’ 6-12 uits in Child Academic credit may be avail- Here s your opportu,;
do physical work. Prefer exp Dev ECE (related units accepted). able. Flex hours: Mornings. a difference in ,t
working w/ dogs, but will train. experience is welcome. Benefits Afternoons, Eves or Weekends Seeking candid:it,
Groat oppty for dog lover. Can for FT & PT including: Med/Den, (approx 10 hours per week) ship. organization ;
FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or paid training, vacabon, sick time, Located in San Jose. close to solving skills rt,
childcare discount, employee Evergreen Community College. mg after s. t.
ACUFACTS SECURITY - Call 371-9115.
referral program and through Please call Manju 408-270-4219. Hours are M
Great for Students!
THE OAP at Valley Fair mall is September CDI/CDC is offerSat. morning,.
Apply Online!
now hinng for PT, FT, & seasonal ing a HIRING BONUS for fully BEHAVIOR TUTORS to work have a high
.
F/T & P/T.
positions.
No experience qualified teachers! $10.50- w/ children wi autism. competi- equiv. & past,
Top Pay
hrs.
Psy,
Ed,
OT.
flex
tive
pay,
needed!!
For
info
call
Carlos
tit
check before . - .,
Some Study Posts’
$15 50/hr, salary range depends
246-3582 or apply in person
on experience & education Sp Ed. Child Dev & related fields. work assignment
Call Josie at 408-286-5a80
408-945-2336.
mention
ad
Anjlee
tnformation conLi.
E0E. Call (408) 371-9900 or
www.acufacts cam
MODELS / EVENT STAFF
Unit at 979.782..
our 24 hour job hotline at
EXP TUTORS needed for Jr HI at
Trade shows, events and pro- 1-888-9-CDICDC.
OFFICE ASSISTANT
www.ci.se.
& HS, AP & Honors geometry. hum res/jobsethet.
motions Bilingual desirable.
Small office, phones. light
(408) 280-0435.
SOUTHWEST YMCA is hiring math, Spanish, etc Mon thru Fn.
computer, reservations. good
Preschool and School Age 3pm-8pm. $1,000/mo in cash.
YMCA
phone skills, flexible hours.
WACKENHUT
Teachers and Aides. PT & FT Call Ms. Scotti (408) 255-5247. Directors, Assistant Directors
(408) 292-7876
The Wackenhut Corporabon, an with excellent benefits Flexible
Teachers, & Aides
international leader in the con- & fun environment! Please call TUTORS NEEDED: Elem, or Thinking about a career wc
Great On-Campus Job!
HS subjects. Earn $15-$20/hr. with children? The YkItT’’A
DELIVERY PERSON NEEDED tract security industry, is cur- Tina CP 370.1877 x 29.
Jack or Joan (408t 227.6685
The Spartan Daily has immediate rently Interviewing applicants
Santa Clara Valley .
for the followtng positions:
EARLY CHILDHOOD TEACHERS
need for a delivery person to
Center Directors,
’Account Managers
At Bright Horizons, we are seekwork mornings from 7am-9am.
Directors, Teachers A,
EMPLOYMENT
’Armed/Unarmed
Security
ing
to
talented
and
caring
child
the
Spartan
Daily
Deliver
Elementary Atter -Sc..nc
Officers ’ Emergency
care professionals to join our Recreation/Swim etc. ation Leaders tor our 3news stands on campus. Must
have a Cal. license Apply at the Medical Technicians $12.87 growing network of Family
& Child Care Cent
(Military/Criminal Justice
Centers. FT opportunities with
Spartan Daily, Ckvight Bentel Hall,
San Jose. Cup..
CENTER
Rm 203. Call Kathy 924-3277. Background - $500 to $1000 Infants, Preschool, School -age YOUTH ACTIVITY
Clara. Los Gat.
Santa Clara Parks &
Hiring Bonus)
& Subs. We offer competitive
APPLY NOW!! START ASAP!
Evergreu,,
Campbell.
Recreation Department
All applicants must be a high salaries and excellent benefit
Berryessa. Full & Part Time (..
school graduate or have a GED. package which includes tuition Now Hiring Flecreation Leaders tions available - hours fle,
WOMEN - BE AN ANGEL
Therapeutic Recreation.
BE AN EGG DONOR
Guard Card a Plus.
reimbursement. Join us in workaround school. Fun staff let)
Family Fertility Center
Excellent pays. starting range ing with tomorrow’s leaders at Gymnastics. Class Instructors great experience in
;
After School Program
$11.00 - $17.00.
is seeking bright, responsible,
our state of the art facilities
children. career
non-smoking women ages 21-30 Full benefits on FIT positions. where children as well as Flexible Hrs, $7.68-$11.40/hr excellent FT/PT
Facility Maintenance
Apply in person or lax resume to: careers flourish. Call Toll Free
with good medical history
irarntng oppertut.
$10.69413.00
Generous compensation
The Wackenhut Corporation
877-336-3596.
require minimum
408/984-4511
1654 Centre Pointe Dr.
1-800-939-6886
www.brighthorizons com
Fr1u.-. Rec. Psyci
Milpitas, CA 95035
Eu Reor other relateu : erus
BICYCLE MESSENGER
TEACHERS, AIDES, SUBS DO YOU LOVE KIDS? Would more information & location).
(408) 263-8213
you be interested in being a gdym
Part-time, Flexible hours.
RECREATION LEADERS
Fax (408) 263-8216
J31) trfIlne 4C4’869-1
YMCA
and/or
preschool
assistant
ai
e?
Great for Students!
Hiring Bonus Offered!
Equal Opportunity Employer
Fax your resume to 408451447/
Serving Downtown San Jose
Enjoy working with kids? Join We train. Call 408-739-2880.
M ’F ON caveat
Email: YMCAjobvirscvymcaare
Inner City Express
the team at Small World SOUTHWEST YMCA Outreach
www.sanjosey
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INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES
Spec. Ed & Regular Class,
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INVASION
MTV takes SJSU
campus by storm
By Beau Dowling
DAILY STAFF WRITER

MTV invaded San Jose State University on Tuesday, allowing students a
chance to win backstage passes and meet
rap artist Wyclef Jean as well as participate in numerous activities.
With four main tents and two smaller
ones, MTV’s Campus Invasion brought a
range of music and interaction.
Sal Lombardo, an MTV volunteer, said
students could vote for their favorite
song.
"You can also tag on the wall," Lombardo said, referring to a canvas on
which students could write whatever
they wanted.
MTV donated the wall to SJSU the end
of the event.
Man One, a featured artist who tours
with MTV, used spray paint cans to create an original piece on a separate canvas.
"I design art and sell some of my canvasses," Man One said. "I do something
different every time we move to a different location."
Man One usually takes about two
hours to create a piece, but stretches it
out to five hours while on tour.
"When I was younger, this art was not
taken seriously," Man One said. "But
now, more people are open to it. Now, I
have a good portfolio, and I do it professionally."
The rock tent featured an electric
drum machine, a guitar machine, keyboards and an artist drawing temporary
tattoos, tent manager Manning Moxley
said.
"Students can play with their favorite
groups," Moxley said.
Tommy Hadjis, a freshman majoring in
business, said playing the guitar machine
was like learning to play all over again.
"It’s similar, but it’s a little harder,"
Hadjis said. "The bar chords have a different sound."
The tent also featured the artist
Rayne, who painted temporary tattoos on
students.
Students chose what tattoo they wanted from various designs, ranging from
Asian characters to roses.
Claudia Jauregui, a freshman majoring in sociology, received a tattoo of an
Asian character on the nape of her
neck.
"I’m testing the spot," Jauregui said.
"I’m probably going to get a real one in a
couple of weeks in the same place."
The technotronica tent was sponsored
by Toyota and featured the 2001 Toyota
Echo, a mini Imax theater and computers
to create and mix techno music, tent
manager Jason Steele said.
"The mini Imax theater has computer

Jackie D’Antonio Dad% Vail

Rayne, a henna tattoo artist, painted a
symbol on Claudia Jauregui’s back Tuesday during the MTV Campus hwasion.

"I’m going to show
my friends and tell
them I was really
here."
- Tony Perea,
criminal justice major
generated graphics and rave concentrated music," Steele said. "You can also hear
compilations of techno music and make
your own."
The Neutrogena tent offered students
photos taken with special lights to show
any skin damage due to sunburns, Neutrogena representative Jenna Jones said.
"We do skin profiling and give students
recommendations for all skin types,"
Jones said. "We also give away a sample
bag with $30 worth of merchandise."
Jones said the tent gave students a
chance to give their input on the 100
greatest songs of all time, as well as have
their image superimposed onto a computer to be seemingly interviewed by an
MTV video jockey.
Students got to keep the tapes.
Tony Perea, a freshman majoring in
criminal justice, said he liked the interview because it looked real.
"I’m going to show my friends and tell
them I was really there," Perea said.
Across from the technotronica tent was
the social tent.
The social tent’s goal was to make students aware of discrimination and hate
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Tommy Hadjis plays the Ztar, a form of electronic guitar,
in the Rocks Off tent during the mTv Campus Invasion.
crimes, according to Beth Yohe, an education director for the Anti-Defamation
League in Denver, Colo.
"We encourage students to vote and do
a survey on the prejudice and discrimination rate on campus,’ Yohe said.
Samuel Odom, a senior computer engineering major, said discrimination is a
problem on SJSU’s campus.
’Especially vdth the white frat and
sorority houses," Odom said. "When white
frats and sororities break the rules, like
underage drinking, the police don’t investigate. But when an African American
frat puts on a function and something
happens, it’s on the front page of the
newspapers."
MTV’s sister channel, M2, had a tent
set up to record students requesting
songs, which will air on the channel a
week before Thanksgiving, according to
tent manager Aaron Reid.
The festival ended at 5 p.m. and
was followed by a concert in the
Event Center featuring Wyclef Jean
and De La Soul, which started at
about 8 p.m.
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Tuesday’s event was folio \\ t.d by a V del’ Jean concert in
the Event Center.
Tent
manager
Jeff Wills,
left. and
volunteer
Sal Lombardo dance
to music
videos
during the
MTV Invasion that
took place
at the
Seventh
Street plaza
Tuesday.
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Students from
Prospect High
School hold
signs in support of Tom
Campbell as
they wait for
him to aril}
at the
Gaslighter
Theater in the
city of Campbell.

HONDA: Hopes to bring diversity to Congress
continued from Page 1
Kelly Berg, a senior majoring in
American studies at San Francisco
State University, attended Honda’s
victory party and said she supported Honda because he believes in a
woman’s right to choose.
"He will bring diversity to Congress," Berg said. "He’s Japanese,
and he speaks Spanish."
Pat Lavallee, a student at West
Valley College, said he supported
Honda because he was a former
teacher.

"He’s the man," Lavallee said. "I
met him in high school. He’s a former teacher and didn’t take crap
from kids in high school."
Honda said he believes senior
citizens should receive affordable
health care and provided with
retirement benefits.
He said he thinks the government should use the projected surplus to pay off the national debt.
As the chairman of the Assembly Public Safety Committee,
Honda said he will fight for gun
safety and is a firm believer in try-

ing to bring Bay Area Rapid Transit, also known as BART, to San
Jose.
The American Electronics Association recently named him "High
Tech Legislator of the Year."
In 1971, he was appointed by
then Mayor Norm Mineta, to the
San Jose City Planning Commission.
In 1981, he was elected to the
San Jose Unified School Board.
Ilonda was elected to the star.
Asrembly in 1996 and was re-elect ed in 1998.
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CUNNEEN: Appears to be victim of late Honda pullaway
continued from Page I
day’s election, said Cunneen supporter Ellen Stroud.
"I luiew it was going to be a close
race," Stroud said. ’The President
came last week for a reason. The
Democrats were worried. This was
one of the top five races in the whole
country."
Cunneen said the presidential
election caused voters TO turn more
towards partisan lines.
"A lot of people were caught up in
the national election, more than the
state and local elections," he said.
While Cunneen did not have support from two of the most publicized
figures in American government, he
did have the nod from several hightech businesses in the Silicon Valley.
"He combines compassionate
social possibility with high-tech
knowledge," Campbell said. "He’s
helped to malce the valley the envy
of the world."
As the former global affairs manager for Applied Materials, a leading
Silicon Valley high-tech company,
Cunneen discovered firsthand what

types of reform would help Silicon
Valley companies prosper.
In 1994, he was elected to represent the 24th Assembly District,
located in the heart of San Jose. The
district includes Cupertino, Saratoga, Campbell, Los Gatos, Monte
Sereno, and parts of Los Altos and
Sunnyvale. He was re-elected in
1996 and again in 1998.
During his tenure, Cunneen made
sure to prioritize high-tech hurtles in
the State Legislature.
He authorized the provisions for a
bill that looked to increase the
state’s Research and Development
Tax credit by 25 percent.
The California State Assembly
approved the bill on June 29 and it
beaune the single largest increase
for an R&D tax credit in the state.
Cunneen’s campaign manager,
Terry Miller, said many of the bigname Silicon Valley companies are
grateful for his candidate’s efforts.
"We’ve got a lot more high-tech
bacicing," Miller said. "Companies
like Hewlett Packard, Oracle and
Cisco are backing the campaign."
in his final term, Cunneen headed

the California Internet Tax Freedom
Act, which looks to put a three-year
block on taxes on Internet access
and online computer services.
Both candidates are linked personally to local education in some
way.
Honda was a schoolteacher at
Sunnyvale High School in 1969 and
Cunneen’s mother is a public school
teacher in Santa Clara County.
On the issue of education, Honda
and Cunneen stressed the importance of improving the lives of teacheni
However, there’s a difference in
his candidate’s other ideas for uplifting the San Jose school districts,
Miller said,.
"Jim fought for class size reduction and Honda is against class size
reduction," Miller said.
Concerning health care, Cunneen
wants prescription drugs to be accessible to everyone and he wants per.ple to be able to choose their own
doctors, Miller said.
His aupporters also claim Honda
wants a government health care vetem where citizens have no choices.
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CAMPBELL: Will continue to teach at Stanford
continued from Page I
trailed Feinstein in the polls by a
wide margin throughout his yearlong campaign.
Campbell made a point to thank
San Jose State University Professor
Dick Lane, calling him "the number
one endorsement" of his candidacy.
"Dick Lane is a special man,"
Campbell said of the Democrat who
lost against him in the 1994 election
for the 15th Congmssional District
and crossed party lines to support
him in this election.
Lane attended the event and said
he deliberated for three months
before writing Campbell a letter in
August announcing his support.
"I think he’s been able to provide
a focal point for people who see new
politics in California." Lane said of
Campbell.
A supporter of abortion rights and
envimnmental legislation, Campbell
sometimes strays from traditional
Republican Party views.
Michael Dean, 41, said he voted for
Campbell and that he thinks the can-

didate’s moderate views represent a
change in the Republican Party
"I think he represents the emerging face of the GOP," Dean said,
adding that he, like Campbell. considers himself a Republican and
supports abortion rights.
Campbell tiptoed around the topic
of defeat in his 15-minute address,
instead focusing lightheartedly on
the best and worst moments on the
campaign trail, including the worst
hotel, the Lemontree, where Campbell told the audience, "you think
you’re getting off the freeway, but the
freeway actually checks-in with you."
Jennifer Davis, a 1988 SJSU
graduate, said Campbell’s defeat
didn’t dampen her spirits.
"I think it’s a good start for him."
Davis said. "Although it’s a loss, I
think the momentum is going to
start because there’s going to be
another election two years from now
when Barbara Boxer’s seat is going
to be up. I think this is a good testing
ground for him now."
The victory party for Feinstein
was headquartered at the Delancey

Sbvet Foundation on the Embarcadero in San Francisco - a nostalgic
location for Feinstein, as she became
the city’s first woman mayor in 1978,
taking office fiillowing the assassination of Mayor George Moscone and
Supervisor Harvey Milk.
Feinatein was elected to two consecutive full terms a.s mayor of San
Francisco. The senator’s mood was
triumphant in her speech to the
cmwd of about 300 gathered to celebrate, her re-election.
’Elections are always hard things.
People win and people lose," Feinstein said. ’’I really want to celebrate
one victory that’s taking place in this
great country, and that is Hillary
Rodham Clinton." she said referring
to the first lady’s U.S. Senate victory
in New York. "Before the night is
over, we may have 11 or 12 women
in the U.S. Senate."
Feinstein was elected U.S. Senator in 1992 to fill the vacancy left by
Pete Wilson when he resigned to
become governor.
She was elected to her first full
six-year term in 1994.

